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~ UNITED “STATES 

1,681,061 
PATENT, OFFICE... , 

‘sTEAM-GERERATIKG Assumes; 

This invention relates‘to a steam generl 
ating ‘apparatus: and has, for its object to 
provide, ina mariner as hereinafter set forth‘, 
an: apparatus of suchclass for expeditiously 
producing Wet‘stcani. 1 ‘ 

-li‘urth'er objects of the invention‘ are‘ to 
provide, in a‘manner as hereinafter‘set' forth, 
an apparatus for producing-wet steam,_‘which 
is comparatively simple in » its ‘ construction 
and arrangement, strong,“ durable, compact, 
thoroughly e'?iici‘e'nt‘ ‘in its use, and, compara 
tively inexpensive to set} up.» " 
‘With the foregoing and‘ other objects in‘ 

View, the invention consists'of‘ the novel'con-l 
struction, combination and arrangement'of 
parts‘ hereinafter‘ more speci?cally de 
scribed, ? and ‘illustrated in “the accompanying 
drawings,Wherein‘is shown‘ an embodiment 
of the invention, but itis’to bevunderstood 
that changes, variations and modi?cations 
can ‘be resorted‘ to which fall Within the 
scope‘ of the claim hereunto‘ appended; 
1n the drawings Whereiii.v like refer 

ence character denote corresponding-parts‘ 
throughout the several views 
Figure} is a, vertical sectional view of an‘ 

apparatus for producing Wet‘steam' 1n-Vac~' 
cordance with t is invention? 

Figure‘ 2. is 
thereof. 
Fgure'3 is 

the ‘boiler forming? an‘ element "Ofi‘tTI/G‘E apps: 
rat‘us.v ‘ i ' ‘ ‘ ' ‘ ' 

notes a cy 
mounted‘upon its- upper end“ acq'noiual: 
shaped dome‘ 2 which‘ ‘opens mo.- f an" out-let‘ 
?ue 3. ‘The? jacket ' 1 provides a heating f 
chamber 4 and arranged} at1 the bottomlofthe ' 
chamber Kris a gas oroilbu'rner 5‘ ‘haying- a7 
fuel supply pipe'6connected-therewith: The 
pipe 6‘ extends thro‘u' handproject's froinlthe 
lower portion‘ ofbthe jacket'lmnd isprovided 
with a regulating cock or cut-0E7»: ‘I The 
pipe 6 communicates with a suitable source 
of supply, not shown; Saspended Within the 
chamber 4 and spaced a substantial distance 
from the jacket 1 is a vertically disposed 
steam boiler 8 of circular cross section. ‘ The 
boiler 8 extends from the upper end of the 
chamber 4 and has its lower end positioned a ‘ 
substantial distance above the burner 5. 
The boiler 8 comprises a cylindrical body 

portion 9 of the desired diameter, a head 10 
and a bottom 11. The head 10 and bottom 
11 is formed from a ?anged disk and the 

a horizontal sectional‘ ‘view ‘I 

‘a. vertical sectional View” of 

Befer‘riiiq w ‘the ‘drawings name i de-z 
l’indrical' jacket' arj ‘shell; having 

?ange of the latter is'ihdicated' at‘ 12. ‘ The 
hanged disks are oppositely disposed with 
respect to cat-h- otlier and‘ the ?ange of the; 
disk which provides the heady 10,- is ?ush 
ivith'the vupper edge-of the; body portion 9, 
and‘ the ?ange of the disk which provides 
the’ bottom 11 is ?ush with the lower edge 
of the body‘ portion'9. The‘hea‘tl‘ 10' is inset 
with? respect“ to the upperend of the'body 
portion‘ 9‘ and;~ the bottom- 11 is inset “with 
respect to t-lie‘loiver‘end'of the body portion 9; 
The head-10~v centrally thereof provided 
with an opening 13 and i's'fur'the'r formed‘ 
with ail-annular boss‘oh ‘its’ upper face which‘ 
extfe'iids upwardly from ‘the hea'df The ‘boss 
is indicated at 14 and'i'ts inner face‘forms a 
continuation‘of the wall of‘the‘ opening l3.' 
The immi- face of‘ un- boss ‘14st Well as the 
wara of the opening 113“ is threaded: The 
batten or the’ boiler‘ is‘for'med‘v'vi'th a cen 
tr'ally‘ arranged ‘ opening“ 15‘ and‘ with" an 

\ integral annular‘ boss” 16' which‘ ‘depends 
therefrom "and ‘the inner ' face of the ‘boss 1 16 

7 forms‘ a continuationo‘f‘the-wall of the opens 
mg], 151' The. inner’ face5 of.‘ the '‘ boss 16, as 
wen‘ stints wall“ of the‘ opening 151 is 
threaded.’ v H U I‘ ‘ . 

’ Fixe‘clly‘secure‘d t‘iltheivall‘ of the open‘ 
in" 13" an‘dl‘thé" boss 14," that~ is“ a), ‘say thread; ‘ 
ab enig‘agingfivith the bossM and with of. 
the opening 13‘fis‘ af vertically disposed steam' 
conducting ,lpipe' v17,;wliich, v‘extends through 
the ‘dome 2‘ andlinto" v‘the, ‘?ue and has ' at 
taeheldto litsi-"upper end a Tlcofu _‘ling"_18’. 

to an inverted Ticoupling 201: 
The‘ body portion "9‘ "is formed. with ‘a pair" 

oifistiper'pose‘d ope‘niiigs‘“2'1,22‘;v The‘ open 
ing is'the‘ lower of ‘solid pair of» openings 
antlis arranged’ above the transverse median 
of‘ the-body“ portion 92’ Integral with? the 
body~ portion‘ 9 andvv surrounding‘each ‘oft-he; 
o eningsoif' saidi pair is-ia'boss“ I 7 Thread- 
11 "1y: engaging; with‘ ‘the boss; 21?" as‘ wellras Y‘ 
'with the body portion 9 and seated in each 
of the openings of said pair is a gauge glass 
connecting pipe 24. The pipe connections 24 
project through the jacket 1 and have con 
nected with the outer ends thereof a gauge 
glass 25. The gauge is of known construc 
tion. The body portion 9 is furthermore 
provided, on that side opposite the side on 
which‘ is formed the openings 21, 22, with 
an opening 26 positioned'above the opening 
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22 and integral with the body portion 9 and 
surrounding the opening 26 is a boss 27. 
Threadably engaging with the boss 27 and 
body portion 9, as well as communicating 
with the exterior of said‘body portion 9, is a 
wet steam connecting line or rather delivery 
line 28 which has a cut-off or regulating cock 
29. The line 28 extends through the jacket 
1 and the cutroli' or regulating cock is ar 
ranged exteriorly of the jacket. 
Arranged within the heating chamber 4 

and surrounding the boiler 8, is a pair of 
i (‘:onccntrically arranged sets of heating coils. 
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The coils of the inner set are indicated at 30 
and those of the outer set at 3,1. The coils 
of the outer set surround the coils of the 
inner set and the said sets of coils are posi 
tioned around the boiler 8 below the lower 
end of the gauge 25.‘ The lower coil of the 
inner set opens into an inlet pipe 32 which 
is arranged between the lower end of the 
boiler 8 and the burner The inlet pipe 32 
opens intothe T-coupling 20. Arranged ex 
teriorly of the jacket 1, at the lower portion 
thereof is a blow-off valve 33 having a pipe 
connection 34 with the T-coupling 20. Con 
nected with and opening into the lower coil 
of the outer set of coils is a. combined steam 
and water supply pipe 33’, provided with a 
controlling valve 34’ at its upper end and 
further communicating with an injector 35 
which depends from a union 36. Communi 
cating with the union 36 is a valved water 
supply line 37 and further opening into the 
union 36 is a steam supply line 38. The 
union 36 has connected therewith a discharge 
nipple 39. The union 36 carries a control 
ling valve 40 which functions to control com 
munication between the pipe 33’ and the 
lines 37, 38 and which further functions to 
control the discharge nipple 39. 
The pipe 33’ is arranged exteriorly of the 

jacket 1 and has its lower end formed with a 
right angular extension 41 which extends 
through the jacket 1 and is coupled with the 
lower coil of the outer set 31. The steam 
supply line 38 is arranged exteriorly of the 
jacket 1 and dome 2 and has its upper end 
provided with a right angular extension 42 
which projects through and into the ?ue 3 
and is connected to the T-coupling 18. Ar 
ranged adjacent to the ?ue 3 is a pressure 
gauge 43, which has a pipe connection 44 
with a safety valve 45, and the latter has a 
pipe connection 46 leading therefrom and 
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extending into the ?ue 3 and connected to the 
T-coupling 18. v 
The boiler 8 and sets of coils 30, 31 are 

heated from the burner 5 and the heated con 
tents of the sets of coils are delivered into 
the boiler 8 from the bottom thereof. The 
water is supplied through the line 37 to the 
pipe 33’ and from there enters the lower 
coil of the outer set of coils, travels through 
said outer set and is discharged into the in 
ner set and travels thercthrough and is dis 
charged from the lower coil of the inner set 
into the pipe 32 and supplied to the boiler 8 
at the bottom thereof. The combined steam 
and water takes the same course, when the 
steam is supplied by the pipe connections 17, 
42 and 38. By this operation the produc 
tion of wet- steam is bad and is furthermore 
had in an expeditious manner. 

It is thought that the many advantages of 
an apparatus for producing wet steam in ac 
cordance with this invention can be readily 
understood, and although the preferred em 
bodiment of the invention is as illustrated 
and described, yet it is to be understood that 
changes in the details of construction can be 
had which will fall within the scope of the 
invention as claimed. 
What I claim is: 
An apparatus for producing wet steam 

comprising a vertically disposed jacket, a 
burner arranged within and at the lower 
portion thereof, a steam boiler positioned 
within the jacket and arranged over and 
above the burner, a pair of concentrically 
arranged, vertically disposed sets of coils 
opening into each other at the top thereof, 
positioned within the jacket and surround 
ing the lower portion of the boiler, means 
positioned over the burner for establishing 
communication between the lower coil of the 
inner set of coils and the bottom of the 
boiler, a supply line extending into the eas 
ing and opening into the lower coil of the 
outer set of coils, a water line leading to the 
supply line, a steam supply line leading from 
the top of the boiler, extending from the 
jacket and communicating with the water 
supply line, a wet steam delivery line extend 
ing from one side of the boiler above said 
sets of coils and projecting from the jacket. 
In testimony whereof, I affix my signa 

ture hereto. 

JOE S. SEABOALT. 
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